
I am delighted with the opportunity to inaugurate this Dubai Global 

Convention 2017.  The experience, intelligence, and vision of the 

Institute of Directors guarantee its success.  The speakers who will be 

igniting the imaginations of all of you, veteran leaders assembled 

here, are extraordinarily well-qualified.  It is no wonder that so many of 

you have traveled to Dubai and the United Arab Emirates to reflect on 

the convention theme— “Driving Performance Excellence 

Through Disruptive Innovation and Visionary Leadership.”  
I especially welcome all of you who have come from India and a host of 

other countries.  The Institute of Directors has fashioned a program 

that will reward your participation.  And having confronted the roughly 

100 challenging questions in the stimulating theme-essay written by 

Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas, you face a steep ascent to total 

success.  I figure that in each of your meeting hours, you will have to 

answer at least six of Professor Coulson-Thomas's questions.  You 

have a difficult climb ahead of you.

Of course, to your advantage, you are considering familiar subjects 

that occupy your thinking every day.  Performance excellence is 

always on your mind.  You know that your reputation for business-

savvy will suffer if you are not prepared to discuss disruptive 

innovation at any time of the day or night.  You probably extol visionary 

leadership at least once a day.

At the same time, you know from experience how hard it is to 

transform your thoughts on those critical subjects into actions that 

satisfy you.  Decisions required of board members are rarely simple.  

In the struggle to reach the right decisions, board members inevitably 

reflect on their own values.  Professor Coulson-Thomas captures a 

typical situation in this quotation from his theme-paper:

A fundamental question for many boards is whether to only adopt 

innovations that match existing policies, strategies, values, culture 

and capability, or whether these should be reviewed and a new set 

adopted in order to maximise the opportunities created by disruptive 

innovations. Returning to the issue of visionary leadership, should it 

be innovation led or values led? Should one squeeze out as much 

profit as is technically possible when exploiting an innovation and 

adapt ones positioning to suit, or hold back because of inclusiveness 

issues, ethical questions or sustainability concerns?

I hope that Professor Coulson-Thomas's central question is not 

rhetorical.  I hope that he expects an answer.  Should visionary 

leadership be innovation-led or values-led?  The choice seems to be 

between a controlling regard for change and a ruling respect for moral 

correctness—a choice between aiming for change that generates 

profit and aiming to do the morally right thing, change or no change.

I suspect that the easier choice aims for change.  Despite the 
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u n c e r t a i n t y  o f  t h e  c o n s e q u e n c e s ,  c h a n g e — t h a t  i s ,

innovation—whether sustaining or disruptive, possesses a pleasing 

objective quality that appeals to us all, both management and boards 

of directors.  On the other hand, agreeing to and honoring moral 

standards may seem to be beyond us, particularly in our inherently 

diverse global economy.  But I believe that we all share certain values 

that distinguish our global civilization.  Those universal values can 

readily unite boards and management in ways that promote 

innovation for the common good.

Some academics in the United States of America recently surveyed 

the sacred texts of the seven most prominent world religions, as well 

as documents from a humanistic, an atheistic, and a secular 

organization, namely, the United Nations.  The scholars searched for 

shared beliefs and settled on a short list of four values.

1 A commitment to something greater than oneself.

2 Self-respect tempered by humility, self-discipline, and

 acceptance of personal responsibility.

3 Respect and caring for others.

4- Caring for other living things and the environment.

Those are moral values that, I daresay, we all try to honor.  They justify 

actions that give us joy and a feeling of moral satisfaction.  They 

provide the standard by which we can measure the goodness of an 

innovation as well as a corporate vision.  The universal adherence to 

those values results in actions that bring us together as global 

citizens.

We witness that phenomenon on a daily basis in the United Arab 

Emirates.  Our global society includes people from 200 different 

nationalities.  I believe that we are comfortable with globalization 

because we are willing and able to connect beyond our borders in a 

curious, somewhat adventurous, and always respectful fashion.  We 

have acknowledged that diverse elements constitute our world.  We 

have not demanded that people different from us shed their identity 

and become instead reflections of us.  We have recognized universal 

values that we share with other people.  We have come to judge 

people by their actions, not their nationality, culture, ethnicity, 

religious or philosophical beliefs, gender, language, or physical 

appearance.  We know as well that knowledge comes from all over the 

world.  We are not the exclusive source of knowledge.

At the heart of our success has been enlightened leadership that itself 

subscribes to universal values.  Our national leaders—namely, our 

Pres ident ,  H is  H ighness  She ikh  Kha l i fa  b in  Zayed A l 

Nahayan,President, and His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 

Al-Maktoum, Vice President, Prime Minister, and Ruler of Dubai, and 

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al-Nahayan, Crown Prince 

of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Commander of the Armed Forces—are 

dedicated to committing our government to respecting and caring for 

others, to protecting the environment, and to promoting the values of 

giving back to the community and the full engagement with all 

important issues of the day – all parts of the four universal values  A 

mutual respect for universal values is the basis for the bond struck 

recently between Prime Minister Modi and His Highness Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Zayed Al-Nahayan.  A mutual respect for universal 

values has enabled the deep and enduring friendship between UAE 

citizens and the Non-Resident Indians who have helped and who 

continue to help the UAE develop as a peaceful and prosperous global 

crossroads.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I would like to close with a final reference to the broader, overarching 

aspect of the reason you have come together at this convention. I 

refer, of course, to the fact that this is a Leadership Convention.  

Leaders in this age must have a global view and an understanding of 

how their organizations, their countries, and their regions fit into the 

global context.  Leadership in this age is required to understand that 

our future success depends on our ability to innovate and create new 

knowledge, new technologies and new products and processes. 

Success depends on building relationships across boundaries and 

borders and strengthening cooperation at all levels.

Thank you all for engaging in the deliberations of this convention.  

Your dedication to leadership quality qualifies you all for awards of the 

Golden Peacock.  Please accept my very best wishes for your success.

Excerpts from the Chief Guest Keynote Address delivered by

His Highness Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan during 2017 Dubai 

Global Convention, organised by IOD, India.
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Aggressive bidding for solar and wind projects

The government-backed policy, and personally endorsed and monitored by PM Modi, has prompted companies to bid aggressively for 
solar and wind projects. This has pushed tariffs low enough now to challenge power generated by fossil fuel such as coal over the long term. 
At transparent auctions earlier this year solar cost dropped to a record low of Rs 3 ($0.59, GB£0.46, Euro 0.43) per unit, while wind power 
dropped to a record low of Rs 3.46 ($0.57, GB30.41, Euro 0.41) per unit. 

National and Economic Updates
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